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Cake and Write
Game summary

We just opened a new bakery in town, which promises to satisfy a wide array of 
customers. However, competition is going to be !erce. Will we bake as many 
cupcakes as we can, hoping to serve as much people as possible? Or will we 

become a specialty bakery, serving gluten-free pastries? Maybe the best option is 
to have a little bit of everything! Let’s roll the dice to !nd out. 

Game objective
Bake and sell the right pastries to every customer in order to earn as many 

satisfaction points as possible. 

Game setup
-Every player gets a player sheet and a pen.

-Place the customer sheet on the center of the table.
-Place 4 dice (D6) in the center of the table.



Game Rules

The game is played throughout 14 rounds in which players will roll 4 dicethat are 
placed accordingly on the customer drawings on the customer sheet.
In the strange situation where the values   of all the dice are repeated, the roll is repeated.
-In the !rst round the lowest result in the patron section on the customer sheet is set 

apart, left blank.
-At the same time, all players secretly choose the value of two dice.

-Players will use one of these dice to select the placement of their pastry in the coun-
tertop display, considering the face value. 

-The second die is used to draw one kind of pastry:

Frostings:  Players can cross out 1 or more previously obtained frostings to bump 
the value, up or down, on 1 of their dice when drawing pastries.

Patrons:  once every player has !nished drawing, they identify the lesser valued 
die selected by every player,  moving those used in the customer sheet one space to 
the right for each player who used it (in case of a tie, the starting player decides the 
dice).  Everyone registers the leftmost die in the customer section, using the 
following table to indicate the speci!c patron type: 
Die value, letter and type of customer. 

Note: if a player is not able to draw a pastry or does not want to, they can choose to register 3 frostings.

1, 2, 3: Cupcake 
You can additionally register up to two di!erent frostings.

2: Mu"n.
3: Chocolate cake. 

4, 5, 6: Light pastry.
You can additionally register one frosting.

5: Gluten-free, caramel-!lled layer cake
6:  Vegan almond cake. 

Pastry values: 
 

4) C – Celiac. Will only buy gluten free or vegan 
pastries. 

5) V – Vegan. Will only buy vegan cake

6) M – Mate. Will buy what their neighbor (in the 
same row) buys



-When all players have registered the patron visit, another round begins, with the 
!rst player role being taken by the player to the left of the current !rst player. The 

latter then gets dice back, except for the current patron die, and a new round begins.

At the end of the game, you can sell the pastries displayed in your counter to 
customers visiting your shop, taking their tastes and buying conditions into account.

End of the game

After 14 rounds, players will tally their satisfaction points (SP) as follows:

-Countertop display SP:  Count the points for each pastry drawn on your display

-Cupcakes:  Each cupcake is worth 2 SP

-Mu"ns:  The longest, connected mu"n chain is counted, it’s worth determined by 
the number of mu"ns it : 2/5/7/9/12/14/16/+1/+1 SP. 

-Chocolate cake: Each chocolate cake in the !rst row is worth 4 SP. The rest are worth 
2 SP.

-Light pastry:  Each light pastry in the extreme right or left column is worth 4 SP. The 
rest are worth 2P.

-Gluten-free, caramel !lled layered cake: Each layered cake in the last row is worth 4 
SP. The rest are worth 2 SP.

-Vegan cake:  The player with the most vegan cakes gets 10 SP. The runner-up gets 5 
SP. The rest of the players with any number of vegan cakes get 3 SP.

-Customer SP:  Points are awarded for each patron type, crossing out the pastry 
bought by the customer with an X and counting SP as follows.



Solitaire Mode

-Use a play sheet and pencil 
-Place the client sheet in the center of the table.

-Place 3 dice (D6) in the center of the table
-Choose 2 of the 3 dice to draw the cake and the third as a customer.

Play by the normal rules and try to beat your score in every game.

-Experimenter: any pastry is worth 1 SP.
 
- Wonka: Chocolate pastries are worth 2 SP. Mu!ns and cupcakes are worth 1 SP.

- Light: Light pastries are worth 2 SP. Gluten-free and vegan pastries are worth 1 SP.

- Celiac: Gluten-free pastries are worth 2 SP. Vegan pastries are worth 1 SP.

- Vegan: vegan pastries are worth 3 SP. 

-Mate: Same cake eaten by his 2 SP row mate.
Registering the total score in the customer type section.

Write the total customer points in the customer section in your player sheet.
Add both display and customer points. The player with the most SP is the winner. In 
case of a tie, the player with the most customer-awarded points is the winner. If the 
tie still persists, the player with less cupcakes is the winner. 






